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Username can't have space in it for
messageing system Bug
Status
 Pending
Subject
Username can't have space in it for messageing system Bug
Category
Error
Usability
Feature request
Feature
Forum
Comment
User Administration (Registration, Login & Banning)
Installer (proﬁles, upgrades and server-related issues)
Resolution status
Reviewed
Submitted by
Andriy Podanenko
Volunteered to solve
sylvieg
Lastmod by
Marc Laporte
Rating
                              (0) 
Description
When user has spaces in their name they can`t use messaging system
try "test user" as username
Solution
This is not good but U need use test_user
sylvieg : that's ﬁxed, right? - amette
I tried to register a user with whitespace - doesn't work - closed.
It is possible to have usernames with spaces
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Importance
5
Easy to solve?
5
Priority
25
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
265
Created
Friday 24 June, 2005 09:01:05 GMT-0000
by Unknown
LastModif
Wednesday 29 September, 2021 07:05:49 GMT-0000

Comments

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 29 Sep 21 07:11 GMT-0000
As per Tiki23 it is still not possible to have a username with a space.
I hesitated to close this as my understanding is that it will never be and option are
username without space or email address in Tiki.
However this is not the ﬁrst I see this issue discussed or questions asked about it.
They are many case where you would like to use the family name (Jean Luc de la
Branche) of someone or the complete name (Bernard Sfez) as username. For example,
customers of a shop or registering members to a service that don't really know there are
now "Tiki users" (transparent registration). Could be also related toSocial Network login
(Facebook)

Jonny Bradley 29 Sep 21 11:48 GMT-0000
You can change the pref to allow any characters you want, but things
will break, so don't

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 29 Sep 21
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Jean-Marc Libs 29 Sep 21 15:47 GMT-0000
We can't claim that we don't support spaces in usernames unless we deprecate all our
alternate login methods such as openLdap and AD.
LDAP logins can have spaces and they typically have spaces because they usually are
people's names.
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No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item265-Username-can-t-have-space-in-it-for-messageing-system-Bug
Show PHP error messages
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